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Abstract
Early detection of patient deterioration is key to unlocking the potential for targeted preventative care and
improving patient outcomes. This protocol describes a work�ow for developing deep learning continuous
risk models for early prediction of future acute adverse events from electronic health records (EHR),
taking the prediction of the risk of future acute kidney injury (AKI) as an exemplar. The protocol consists
of 34 steps grouped into the following stages: formal problem de�nition, data processing, model
architecture selection, risk calibration and uncertainty, and evaluating model generalisability. For the
protocol to be applicable to modelling the future risk of a particular condition, the problem formulation
should be clinically and physiologically plausible and there needs to be su�cient associated predictive
signal in routinely collected EHR data. Prospective validation is key in evaluating whether retrospective
models developed by following the proposed protocol are clinically applicable and useful.

Introduction
Identifying and treating patient deterioration is an important part of delivering effective hospital care.
Delays in detection can lead to both short- and long-term complications, extended length of stay,
increased costs and poor patient outcomes: an estimated 11% of in-hospital deaths result from a failure
to promptly recognise patient deterioration1.

Machine learning models aiming to provide predictive insights into likely future patient deterioration
might help predict adverse patient events. Several such ML models of patient deterioration have been
proposed recently2-18. Despite increasing interest, few solutions have been validated prospectively and
adopted in routine clinical care. There are several practical challenges when designing ML models from
retrospective EHR data and a failure to address these challenges can impair the clinical applicability of
the model.

Systems for early detection or prediction of patient deterioration need to: (i) deliver actionable insights on
preventable conditions; (ii) be personalised for speci�c patients; (iii) offer su�cient contextual
information to inform clinical decision-making; and (iv) be generally applicable across patient
populations19. What makes addressing these points especially di�cult is the nature of EHR data: they are
sparse, high-dimensional, asynchronous, and often noisy due to missing and incorrect entries. Our
proposed protocol aims to address these challenges and provide a robust way of developing ML models
on retrospective datasets for sequentially predicting early patient deterioration from incoming evidence in
EHR (Figure 1). The models should be able to utilise the entirety of patient history along with the
observations made at present time, to provide predictions early enough to give clinicians the necessary
amount of time to assess the patients and act on the predicted risk of future adverse events.

Development of the protocol
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We demonstrate the e�cacy of our protocol using the example of developing models for early prediction
of Acute Kidney Injury (AKI)20, a common condition affecting up to 1 in 5 hospital inpatients21,22. It is
believed that a signi�cant proportion of cases might be preventable with early treatment23, although the
inability of existing rule-based AKI detection systems to detect early physiological change associated
with renal injury renders this hypothesis hard to test in practice. In particular, the commonly used ‘Kidney
Disease: Improving Global Outcomes’ (KDIGO) criteria24 de�ne AKI according to an observed absolute or
relative increases in serum creatinine concentration. However, signi�cant increases in serum creatinine
are sometimes only apparent 48h after substantial damage to the kidneys has already taken place.
KDIGO-based alerts therefore rarely provide the opportunity to intervene early enough to limit damage and
existing prospective trials of KDIGO-based alerting systems show little practical bene�t in improving
patient outcomes25. These studies highlight the need for providing earlier alerts of deteriorating kidney
function to open new opportunities for providing early preventative care.

The continuous model of future AKI risk developed using this protocol could potentially be a part of the
solution, a conclusion based on retrospective evaluation of its predictive performance20. The model was
able to correctly predict future KDIGO AKI up to 48h ahead of time, a window su�cient for clinical
intervention. The model correctly predicted 55.8% of all inpatient AKI events ahead of time, and 90.2% of
cases where subsequent regular administration of dialysis was scheduled within 90 days of the initial
onset. This performance was obtained at an operating point where the model would raise two false
positive alerts for each true positive prediction. Further analysis showed this to be a conservative
estimate of the false positive rate; true positive predictions made earlier than 48h as well as trailing
predictions of AKI in cases where it was in the process of resolving were both formally counted as false
positives. Only 6% of all false positive alerts could not be attributed to patients at an increased risk of AKI
due to either known comorbidities or events observed in the admission. Di�culties in assessing the
percentage of false positive alerts that would be distracting and which would not bring any clinical
insights highlight the necessity of prospective evaluation. Clinical trials are necessary in order to reliably
evaluate the clinical utility of retrospectively developed ML predictive risk models.

The proposed protocol involves �ve model development stages: (a) formal problem de�nition, (b) data
processing, (c) model architecture selection, (d) risk calibration and uncertainty, plus (e) evaluating model
generalisability. (a) Formal problem de�nition involves assessing a clinical use case and providing a
technical speci�cation on how to extract the relevant ground truth information on the primary and
secondary prediction targets. (b) Data preprocessing is required to transform EHR data into a sequential
representation that is amenable to training deep learning models. (c) Model architecture selection
involves the steps required to implement, select and optimise the predictive risk model on data
representations derived from the EHR in the previous stage. (d) The �nal model architecture is then
calibrated and uncertainty estimates are associated with each prediction. (e) Finally, additional
evaluation is done on model generalisability to gather evidence for clinical applicability and model
readiness for subsequent prospective evaluation. We describe our procedure in 34 steps. The �nal
prospective evaluation step described in Step 34 was not included in the manuscript20, but is recognised
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as a necessary step in model validation. We include it here for completeness, to explicitly point out that
retrospective validation is not su�cient to establish clinical utility.

Applications of the method

The proposed protocol can potentially be applied to developing ML models for continuously predicting
risk of various future adverse events from EHRs. Most of the protocol is generic and target-agnostic. The
parts of the existing protocol that are speci�c to its application to AKI prediction20 are limited to the
integration of domain knowledge in the technical speci�cation of the ground truth de�nition, the
inclusion/exclusion criteria for patients and individual steps, and the time windows across which the
predictions are made. For these steps, we provide guidelines on how to adapt the protocol to additional
future applications.

Examples of potential further applications of the protocol include sepsis7,10, cardiopulmonary arrest,
unplanned Intensive Care Unit (ICU) admission and mortality.

For this protocol to be applicable to a particular clinical use case, the use case needs to meet several
basic conditions: (i) the condition needs to be acute i.e. occurring at a de�ned time; (ii) ground truth
should either be possible to computationally derive from EHR data or be reliably provided by clinical
experts for a su�ciently large retrospective dataset; (iii) there needs to be su�cient predictive signal in
routinely collected EHR data to train machine learning (ML) models that can reach clinically applicable
levels of retrospectively evaluated performance; (iv) predictive features should be encoded in structured
�elds of EHR, in contrast to the unstructured content of clinical notes; (v) the clinically actionable time
window over which the risk prediction is made needs to be plausible with respect to the granularity of
entries in EHR and the delays with which the data are being recorded.

Finally, continuous risk models can easily be applied to the more restricted case of associating a general
risk of future deterioration at admission time. Instead of using �xed future time windows, using the
duration of the admission as the future time frame across which the risk is to be provided is a simple
extension. Such a general risk score can be useful for triaging and resource allocation, whereas a
continuously updated sequential risk of future deterioration across short future time windows presents a
more directly actionable use case, enabling clinicians to react to concrete developments.

Comparison with other methods

A number of recent studies have proposed using machine learning to build predictive models from EHR
data2-18. Existing studies employ many of the steps outlined in our proposed protocol, with some
differences. Direct detailed comparison of formal model development protocols is non-trivial, given that
these tend not to be formally reported at the level of detail that is required. Detailed speci�cations of
model development protocols play an important role in reproducibility of the reported results.
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None of the individual steps contained in the proposed protocol are novel in and of themselves. It is the
combination of all these best practices that enables the development of effective predictive models of
future adverse events from the EHR.

In practice, protocols can be compared based on the effectiveness of the resulting ML risk models. Given
that we have demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed protocol in the context of predicting the risk
of future AKI, here we compare our protocol to those that were previously used to develop AKI risk
models. Most prior work on AKI risk modelling with ML involved protocols that were limited to only
produce models that provide predictions at a single point in time26-28, instead of a personalised,
continuously updating risk score. Previously developed continuous machine learning models of AKI risk
have either not demonstrated a clinically applicable level of predictive performance29 or have focused on
predictions across too short a time horizon, leaving little time for clinical assessment and intervention30.
The application of our proposed protocol resulted in state-of-the-art retrospective performance for
continuously predicting the risk of future AKI20, at a level that is potentially clinically applicable, pending
future prospective validation.

Experimental design

Clinical design

The aspects of the protocol that relate to clinical decisions, and the modelling and the experimental
design of the clinical use case, may vary depending on the research question being studied; these aspects
may need to be adjusted accordingly. During step 1 these differences should be identi�ed and
subsequent steps should be adjusted accordingly. Steps 2 and 4, referring to the derivation of ground
truth labels and dataset speci�cation respectively may differ considerably. For conditions such as sepsis
there may be no accepted ground truth, and a pragmatic composite measure may require a consensus
de�nition from expert panels and international best-practice. Other conditions, such as pulmonary
embolism, may be associated with an appropriate gold standard to con�rm diagnosis - in this case
radiological evidence - that appears in EHR data after the condition has already been identi�ed. Another
example might be prediction of mortality, where certain patient groups must be identi�ed and excluded to
avoid potentially biasing the results: palliative care patients are a notable example in this case. In each of
these cases the experimental decisions made will differ in clinically important ways. In all cases the exact
data speci�cations may differ, and efforts to identify features for use in baseline models will focus on
parts of the data identi�ed as most likely to be predictive by clinical experts. 

Taking the speci�c example of sepsis, the following illustrates how speci�c steps in the proposed
protocol can be adjusted to this particular clinical predictive task:

1. Adjustments to Step 2: As sepsis de�nitions have changed over time31 and EHR may not always
encode the entirety of the information required to accurately identify sepsis in each case, pragmatic rule-
based de�nitions present a potentially viable alternative. One example of this is (i) recorded evidence of
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presumed serious infection (blood culture obtained and ≥ 4 days of antibiotics administered starting
within ±2 days of the blood culture) and (ii) evidence of acute organ dysfunction within ±2 days of the
blood culture (vasopressor initiation, initiation of mechanical ventilation, doubling in serum creatinine
level or decrease by 50% of estimated glomerular �ltration rate relative to baseline (excluding patients
with ICD-9-CM code for end-stage kidney disease [585.6]), total bilirubin level 2.0 mg/dL and doubling
from baseline, platelet count <100 cells/μL and 50% decline from baseline, serum lactate 2.0 mmol/L)32.

2. Adjustments to Step 4: Due to its role in establishing a ground truth, particular care will be needed to
review accuracy in how microbiology data are recorded.

3. Adjustments to Step 5: Vital signs and lab tests more relevant to sepsis. Examples include white blood
cell count, C-Reactive Protein and Erythrocyte Sedimentation Rate.

4. Adjustments to Step 8: Higher granularity of sequential data is likely to be required, corresponding to
shorter atomic time windows.

5. Adjustments to Step 11: A different set of manually-engineered features would be required. Examples
include clinical codes speci�c to infection and sepsis, and laboratory tests speci�c to potential causes of
infection.

6. Adjustments to Step 14: Shorter future prediction time windows within which to predict the onset of
sepsis would likely be required10.

7. Adjustments to Step 30: Examples of clinically relevant subgroups include immunosuppressed
patients, hospital acquired infections and speci�c causative organisms.

Expertise needed to implement the protocol

Development of ML solutions in healthcare requires interdisciplinary collaboration between experts in ML,
clinical medicine, clinical outcomes evaluation and patients themselves, all of whom should be involved
in the implementation, execution and evaluation of the proposed protocol. Some steps in the protocol
require signi�cant technical expertise in deep learning and/or big data analytics, and should be executed
by researchers with ML expertise and software engineering skills. Other steps require deep clinical
knowledge and should be executed by clinicians or clinical academics. Prospective evaluation will require
experts in trial design and in quantitative and qualitative analysis. Patient involvement in co-creation
helps identify relevant clinical use cases, contributes to design and evaluation, and provides insights into
security and privacy concerns.

Limitations

This protocol does not support using unstructured free text contained in clinical notes. The protocol could
be extended to support additional inputs including features derived from clinical notes, though the natural
language processing (NLP) component required for this extension would likely need to be pre-trained and
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�xed, instead of being trained end-to-end along with the risk model. The reason for the exclusion of the
NLP component in the initial protocol lies mainly in the fact that the research dataset available for model
development in the manuscript20 did not include clinical notes. Compiling large datasets of de-identi�ed
clinical notes is in general not an easy task, given that fully automating the anonymisation of such large
datasets poses signi�cant privacy challenges.

The proposed protocol does not currently support developing risk models that aim to infer explicit causal
relationships in the data and at the moment only allows for modelling the observed correlations. We
acknowledge that causal modelling from electronic health records is an important research direction
towards developing physiologically plausible models that are robust and easy to generalise across
clinical use cases15,33.

The requirements that the clinical use cases need to satisfy for the protocol to be applicable are outlined
in the "Applications of the method" Section. We would like to point out requirements ii) and iii) in
particular as they relate to the existence of su�cient signal in the structured entries in EHR, for the use
case in question. The implementation of the protocol needs to be done in close collaboration between ML
researchers and clinical experts, who can provide the necessary clinical domain knowledge at various
critical stages.

Developing machine learning models is an iterative process and a full assessment of whether the signal
in the data is going to be su�cient for a high level of predictive performance is di�cult to complete prior
to having done initial investigative work. Despite there being commonalities to EHR datasets, each
dataset will likely still pose some unique challenges in terms of data quality that are not always known
beforehand. In some cases, the initial stages of the protocol will need to be re-executed in order to provide
additional information regarding the likelihood of success for a particular use case. Despite this, work
spent at this stage may be transferable to new research questions as most parts of the technical
implementation of the protocol can be shared between different use cases.

In terms of additional limitations to the clinical use case, the proposed protocol may not be well-suited for
recommendations in primary care or for predictions of disease progression in chronic conditions.
Adjustments to make the protocol applicable to these additional types of predictive problems may be
possible, but these extensions are yet to be considered.

The application of the protocol requires the availability of a su�ciently large deidenti�ed EHR research
dataset. The size of the dataset is critical not only to meet the requirements of training deep learning
models, but also to capture the full extent of the variation in clinical practice. Large datasets
representative of diverse patient demographics and disease phenotypes are required to train ML
predictive adverse event risk models that can potentially be clinically applicable. The dataset used in the
initial application of the protocol20 comprised several years of longitudinal data on 703,782 adult
patients across 172 inpatient and 1,062 outpatient sites at the US Department of Veterans Affairs (VA)34.
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Data size requirements will depend on the di�culty of the clinical use case, as well as the complexity of
ML solutions being used.

Equipment
To execute the proposed protocol, researchers need access to the data, access to computational
resources, and access to software packages that enable an e�cient implementation of the technical
software solutions that correspond to the individual steps of the protocol.

The protocol can be implemented in many different ways, since there are many software libraries that
support large data processing and development of ML models and deep learning models in particular.
Here we list one set of implementation options, corresponding to the existing implementation of the
protocol in the manuscript20.

Software

• Data processing framework Apache Beam (https://beam.apache.org/)

• Plotting library Matplotlib35 (https://matplotlib.org/)

• Scienti�c computing library Numpy36 (https://www.numpy.org/)

• Scienti�c computing library Scipy37 (https://www.scipy.org/)

• Plotting library Seaborn (https://seaborn.pydata.org/)

• Machine learning library Scikit-learn38 (https://scikit-learn.org/)

• Machine learning library Sonnet39 (https://github.com/deepmind/sonnet/)

• Machine learning framework TensorFlow40 (https://github.com/tensor�ow/tensor�ow/)

• Machine learning library Xgboost41 (https://github.com/dmlc/xgboost/)

Procedure
The proposed protocol consists of the following �ve stages, each comprising a number of steps: (a)
formal problem de�nition (5 steps), (b) data processing (10 steps), (c) model architecture selection (10
steps), (d) risk calibration and uncertainty (3 steps), and (e) model generalisability evaluation (6 steps). In
total we describe 34 steps with each step itself comprising a number of sub-steps.

Formal problem de�nition
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1. Evaluate the feasibility of a clinical use case: Identify a clinical use case involving adverse event
prediction where su�cient clinical data are available. Formulate the research question through patient
engagement, structured interviews with clinical teams and consultation of clinical guidelines and
literature evidence. Map real life patient pathways associated with the clinical problem and evaluate
whether the proposed research question will impact clinical practice as intended. If there is consensus
between multiple clinical and patient experts on the feasibility of the use case, proceed.

2. Obtain or derive ground truth labels. Identify an appropriate ground truth 'label' in the data for the
model to predict that is as close to a gold standard diagnosis as possible. Internationally accepted proxy
measures - such as "Kidney Disease: Improving Global Outcomes (KDIGO)" criteria24 for AKI - may be
used where obtaining gold standard labels is not feasible.

3. Inclusion and exclusion criteria: Identify types of patients that should be excluded from research data,
based on the particular clinical use case. Remove all patient records that match the full patient exclusion
criteria. For the remaining patient records, de�ne exclusion criteria on a level of individual time steps and
intervals that are to be excluded either entirely or only from evaluation, while permitted in model training.
For example, when predicting future AKI, models should not be evaluated on a step-by-step basis while
within an AKI episode, but there is still bene�t in including these segments in model training since the
models can learn about patterns of kidney injury progression and when it is likely to resolve or deteriorate
further. Time intervals during which the patients are receiving renal replacement therapy (RRT) should be
excluded both from training and testing splits. Surrogate entries are to be excluded in all cases (see Step
8). To exclude these identi�ed time intervals, compute binary overlay masks associated with each step in
each patient, where the value of 1 marks the particular time step as being included and the value of 0
marks the step as being excluded for purposes of loss and metrics computation. Note that, importantly,
these time steps are not programmatically removed from the data, allowing the models to sequentially
iterate over them and form memory representations of past clinical events correspond to these intervals.
Similarly, these entries are factored in the historical feature representations in data preparation.

4. Assess dataset quality: Produce a formal speci�cation of each data type present in the research
dataset. Conduct structured interviews with experts with knowledge of the data to list known issues.
Compute distributions of recorded blood test values in the EHR; compare the computed distributions to
known physiological ranges. Validate admission records based on the recorded length of stay; identify
admissions recorded as being within other admissions. Compile a random sample of the data for a closer
clinical assessment of label quality; involve several clinical experts and have each expert evaluate each
labelled example. Maintain a spreadsheet or database of all label assessments. Compute the variance in
label assessments between different experts. Compute the percentage of ground truth labels produced by
the primary labelling process marked as incorrect by being outside of the variance of the experts. Conduct
meetings to reach clinical consensus on whether the computed percentage exceeds tolerable levels of
labelling error. If the error level is deemed to be acceptable, proceed.
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5. Select auxiliary prediction targets: Identify blood tests and vitals directly related to the clinical use case.
Exclude rare types of measurements. Expose the values of these entries as auxiliary prediction targets,
adding interpretability and helping to regularise developed ML models9.

Data processing

6. Create data splits: Randomly assign each patient ID to one of the following data splits: training,
validation, calibration and test. The minimum size of each split needs to be su�cient to derive valid
statistical conclusions about the models and the data and should be based on an appropriate power
calculation. In large datasets, assigning 80% of the data to the training split, 5% of the data to the
validation split, 5% of the data to the calibration split and 10% of the data to the test split is a reasonable
choice20.

7. Feature �ltering: Conduct interviews with clinical experts and the data experts that provided the
research dataset to identify EHR entries that are not likely to be of value for the considered clinical use
case. Compile a set of feature types that are not thought to be informative or are too speci�c to individual
sites, if the dataset is compiled from multiple sites. Implement a script that removes the identi�ed entries
from the research dataset. Execute the script and produce a data version with those features removed.

8. Produce a discrete sequential EHR data representation: First, de�ne the length of the atomic discrete
time window. This can be de�ned as 6h20 or 4h or any time window consistent with the granularity of the
available data and the clinical use case. Select a time window that is a divisor of 24h. The
inconsistencies in sequentiality of EHR entries limit the utility of very short atomic time windows. For
each patient in all data splits, represent each day as a sequence of unordered sets of events that take
place within equal-width time windows as de�ned above. For each day, provide an additional set to
represent all the entries for which the date is known, but the timestamp is not present in the EHR; refer to
this as the surrogate bucket. Sort the event sets chronologically and append the surrogate bucket at the
end of each daily sequence. In cases when there are no EHR entries corresponding to a particular time
window of a particular day for a particular patient record, insert an empty set. Compute the corresponding
time for each event set and maintain a record of which time window corresponds to inpatient versus
outpatient clinics. Concatenate all of the daily sequences into a full longitudinal representation for each
patient in chronological order.

9. Shift EHR entries that were timestamped as preceding the events they encode: Based on an
understanding of processes behind the EHR that were used to compile the research dataset, de�ne a list
of potentially useful entries that may have been entered out of order, prior to the time when they actually
occurred. In the manuscript20 this was the case with some of the diagnoses entries, which were
timestamped at the beginning of admission even though the actual diagnosis might have been made at a
slightly different time. To avoid leaking information from the future while retaining as much information
as possible, move the entries in the sequential representation to a time window corresponding to the end
of the current episode.
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10. Compute aggregate historical features: Generate a set of historical time windows over which to
compute historical aggregate features. In practice, 48 hours can be used for shorter history, and longer
historical trends can be captured by considering 6 months, 1 year or 5 years prior. De�ne a set of
statistical functions to use for feature aggregation of numerical values. We recommend using count,
mean, median, standard deviation, minimum value, maximum value, difference between the last observed
value and the minimum/maximum, and average difference between subsequent steps. For each patient,
for each time step, list all of the prior entries that fall within the speci�ed list of historical time windows.
Compute feature-speci�c historical lists for each feature index for that step. Apply each of the selected
statistical functions for feature aggregation to each of the numerical feature lists for each of the time
steps for each patient. For non-numerical features, record a binary �ag for whether they were or were not
present in the interval. Record the computed values as separate historical features associated with each
steps, assigning them a unique feature index. Perform this for each of the historical windows under
consideration.

11. Compute manually-engineered features: Identify a set of manually-engineered features that may hold
predictive value, based on a thorough literature review as well as domain knowledge provided by clinical
experts. Examples include quantity ratios (e.g. ratio of blood urea nitrogen to serum creatinine), group
features that correspond to sets of related EHR entries (e.g. a combined group feature derived from ICD-9
codes 250.42 and 250.4 as well as blood levels of haemoglobin A1c can help identify diabetic patients)
and interaction terms. Implement functions that can be used to compute these features when applied to
each step in the sequence. For each patient and each time step, compute the speci�ed manually-
engineered features.

12. Vectorise the event sequence: For each numerical entry, de�ne the following features: the actual
numerical value if available, a binary indicator of whether the feature was present in a particular time
window, and a categorical variable corresponding to whether the quantity is considered to be normal, low
or high, based on physiological ranges. For all numerical, binary and categorical features, reserve a
unique index. For numerical and binary entries, for each patient and each step provide the (index, value)
pair. For categorical features, for each patient and each step compute the one-hot encoding42,
representing each possible value as a separate binary feature. Convert all values to a �oating point
format, suitable for model development.

13. Normalise the numerical features: To improve convergence speed43, normalise the input data features
to be within the unit range 0-1. First, for every input feature compute the 1st and 99th percentile values on
the training set. Using percentiles is preferable to using the minimum and maximum values, as these are
more prone to data entry errors, resulting in physiologically implausible minimum/maximum entries in
EHR data. For each value of each feature in each step for each patient, clip the value according to these
percentiles as value=clip(value), where clip(value)=min(max(value, percentile1), percentile99). Proceed to
normalise each of the clipped values by value=normalise(value), where normalise(value) = (value -
percentile1) / (percentile99 - percentile1).
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14. Compute model targets: De�ne a list of future time windows for which to predict the expected primary
and auxiliary target values, based on plausible clinical assumptions about the earliest possible time at
which a condition might be predictable in certain clinical cases. For example, for AKI prediction20, we
considered future predictions up to 72 hours ahead of time, though we present the main results of future
AKI prediction up to 48 hours ahead of AKI onset, based on considerations around model performance
and the predictability of AKI. In that case, the future prediction time window list was de�ned as: 6, 12, 18,
24, 30, 36, 42, and 48 hours. For each patient and each step and for each future time window and each of
the prediction tasks, compute the corresponding observed future label to be used for model development
and evaluation. For binary targets the future label is to be 1 if the condition had occurred within the
window and 0 if the condition did not occur within the window, for the given step. For numerical targets,
de�ne the statistics of interest and compute them across the future time windows for each of the
numerical targets at each step.

15. Implement clinically relevant performance metrics: De�ne a set of relevant metrics both for the
primary use case as well as the auxiliary prediction targets. For each, de�ne separately a) model
development metrics to be used for model architecture selection and b) �nal model evaluation metrics.
For binary (non-numeric) targets, use area under the precision-recall curve (PR AUC) and the area under
the receiver operating characteristic curve (ROC AUC) in model development. For �nal model evaluation,
compute for each future prediction window the sensitivity for multiple levels of precision that correspond
to different model operating points44. For numerical targets, compute the mean squared error (MSE)
during model development. For �nal model evaluation, compute the percentage of correctly predicted
substantial increases or decreases in value. Implement the relevant binary masks for step sub-selection
according to the relevant stepwise inclusion and exclusion criteria, as per Step 3.

Model architecture selection

16. Compute standard statistical baseline models: Identify a set of statistical techniques commonly used
in previous publications and protocols for a given clinical targets. These can include prediction models
(e.g. Logistic Regression, Gradient Boosted Trees) and data processing techniques (e.g. Principal
Component Analysis, Multiple Imputation). Estimate the parameters for those models and compute
predictions for a given target. Estimate the performance for the models and use them for comparison
during step 21.

17. Embed the inputs into a continuous feature space: For each timestep, transform the high-dimensional
and sparse input features into a lower-dimensional continuous representation (i.e. embedding), that will
be later used as an input to the sequential architecture. First, compute separate embeddings for separate
types of input features: discrete features, continuous features, sequential and historical aggregations.
Next, combine the resulting embedding vectors by concatenating them. Use a deep multilayer perceptron
with residual connections and recti�ed-linear (ReLU) activations to capture the non-linear representation.
Use L1 regularisation on the embedding parameters to prevent over�tting and to ensure that the model
focuses on the most salient features. Implement an optional reconstruction path with a reconstruction
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loss at each step and a framework that supports the use of autoencoders (AEs) and variational
autoencoders (VAEs).

18. Implement a deep architecture on top of input embeddings: Implement a recurrent and convolutional
deep learning framework that sequentially takes the input embeddings as its input and provides a
sequential output for each of the primary and auxiliary prediction targets, for each of the future prediction
time windows. Make the frameworks con�gurable with respect to recurrent cell types and their
parameters, as well as different types of convolutional kernels and architectures. Implement a batching
and queuing process that provides the input embeddings sequentially to deep learning models.

19. Set up the model optimiser: Using the output modelled sequence and the ground truth sequence,
compute a scalar loss value for each time step. Next, compute scalar losses for each auxiliary task in the
same fashion. The loss function is dependent on the type of modelled target. In Tomašev et al20 cross-
entropy loss function (Bernoulli log-likelihood) was used for a binary adverse event classi�cation, and
L1/L2 losses for the auxiliary laboratory test regression. Optionally, re-weight the loss to account for
skewed target distribution. De�ne a composite loss as a weighted sum of primary and auxiliary losses.
Add the regularisation L1/L2 loss dependent on a subset of model weights that used to compute input
embeddings. Initialise all the weights according to Xavier initialisation45. Use the computed loss
alongside a mini-batch Adam46 optimiser to iteratively adapt the weights of the neural network
architecture, based on the computed gradients of the loss. Train using exponential learning rate decay on
the training data split until convergence.

20. Test the validity of the implementation: Implement unit tests for all standalone components in the
software for model implementation, as well as all components in data processing scripts. Resolve any
outstanding issues and repeat the process until full code coverage is reached and no known issues are
left un�xed. Implement integration and regression tests for the distributed data processing pipeline, as
well as the model experimental framework. Resolve any issues that appear at the integration testing
stage that were not previously identi�ed in the unit testing stage. Repeat the process until no outstanding
issues are left and the code is considered reliable.

21. Run an iterative sequence of hyperparameter sweeps: Decide on a desired level of predictive model
performance that needs to be reached in order to imply potential clinical applicability. De�ne a set of
potentially promising parameter values for each of the parameters in the model that is set to be
con�gurable. Refer to this set as the set of hyperparameters in model development (see Table 7 for a list
of hyperparameters tested in the manuscript20). Repeatedly perform hyperparameter sweeps aiming to
establish good hyperparameter combinations, until a desired level of performance is reached or the
maximum amount of time or resources is consumed. If the target performance is not reached, revisit and
expand earlier steps on data processing and model implementation. In each hyperparameter sweep,
formulate a hypothesis for which model architectural changes are likely to lead to performance
improvements based on expert ML knowledge. In each sweep, generate a set of random combinations of
hyperparameters corresponding to the current working hypothesis. For each of the hyperparameter
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combinations, train a model on the training set to obtain a set of models. Evaluate all trained models on
the validation set by computing the clinically relevant model development metrics. Select models based
primarily on the clinically relevant metrics for the primary prediction task. Whilst using PR AUC and ROC
AUC to select candidate hyperparameter con�gurations, prefer con�gurations that improve on both ROC
AUC and PR AUC performance. When comparing con�gurations where con�guration A achieves a higher
PR AUC and con�guration B a higher ROC AUC, prefer con�guration A. Select one or more of the most
promising hyperparameter con�gurations to move into the next sweep when exploring additional
hypotheses. Repeating this iterative process over time should result in improving the model performance
based on a re�nement of design choices. Select the best performing con�guration at the end of this
process as the �nal model architecture at this stage.

22. Perform an ablation study: Take the �nal model architecture from the previous step and de�ne a set
of components to systematically remove to assess their contribution to the overall performance, i.e. to
ablate. These will be components of the model that can either be simpli�ed or removed. For example, this
can include the number of stacked layers in the deep model architecture, additional feature input types
like the historical aggregate features, regularisation approaches, auxiliary prediction tasks, layer width
etc. For each ablation component, train a predictive model with the components removed or simpli�ed on
the training set. Next, evaluate each of the ablated models on the validation set, by computing the model
development metrics. To test for statistical signi�cance, train a collection of baseline and ablation
models, each with sampled initial parameters, and calculate con�dence intervals on the average
performance. If any of the ablated models perform at least as well as the more complex �nal model at
the end of the previous step, rede�ne the �nal model to be the best performing of the ablated models;
reducing the model complexity. Repeat this process until the model can no longer be simpli�ed without
loss of performance.

23. Compute feature saliency: Perform occlusion analysis by evaluating the change in model risk when
each feature is individually occluded, i.e. is removed or set as missing. The occluded value should equate
to the value used during training when a feature is not present; for sparse feature sets this is simply zero.
For non-sparse data with no missing values, the occluded value could be a mean-value for the given
feature, or sampled from the marginal distribution of values for this feature47. By monitoring the change
in risk for each feature present versus not present, sampled over many time steps and patients, we can
compute the average effect on the risk per feature. This can be used to infer the saliency of features, and
the direction of effect. Unlike metrics which determine saliency based upon the gradient of the risk with
respect to each input48, occlusion analysis is robust to different input features having different scales.

24. Failure case analysis: Compute patient-level and admission-level metrics for all patients and
admissions in the validation set. Compile a set of representative success and failure cases of predictions
made by the model, as well as a set of best success and worst failure cases made by the model. Assess
the failure cases by having them reviewed by a set of clinical experts. Examine feature saliency at the
point in time when incorrect predictions were made and investigate the root cause of the issues. Maintain
a spreadsheet or a database of these assessments and at the end of the evaluation, establish if there
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exist common causes of model failures. Assemble ML experts and clinical experts to propose potential
solutions to reduce the number of model failures. If potential solutions are identi�ed and judged as worth
investigating, identify previous steps in the protocol that need adjusting and return to those steps. Repeat
the entire protocol from those steps onwards, with the proposed adjustments. When reaching this step
again, reassess and decide on whether to proceed.

25. De�ne the �nal model architecture: De�ne the resulting model architecture as �nal and do not revisit
any of the previous steps at this point. Use the �xed set of parameters corresponding to this model to
compute the predictions for all time steps in all patients for each data split.

Risk calibration and uncertainty

26. Train an ensemble of models for prediction uncertainty: To quantify the uncertainty of model
predictions train an ensemble of multiple models with a �xed set of hyperparameters (corresponding to
the �nal model) but different initial seeds, similar to Defauw et al49. To get the uncertainty ranges, trim
distribution tails depending on the desired level of con�dence.

27. Compute the uncertainty estimates: To gauge uncertainty on a trained model's performance, calculate
con�dence intervals of performance metrics using bootstrapping. First, sample the entire validation and
test dataset with replacement (e.g. for 95% con�dence intervals, take 200 samples). Resample entire
patient history to conform with bootstrapping assumption of resampling independent events. Next,
compute the pivot bootstrap estimator50 using resampled values.

28. Re-calibrate the risk model: Use the previously computed calibration set to align the predicted values
with the underlying probability of the adverse event occurring at a given time step. Fit an isotonic
regression51 model on the model predictions against the target variable on the calibration set. Assess the
quality of the calibration by comparing uncalibrated predictions to recalibrated ones using Brier score52

and reliability plots53.

Model generalisability evaluation

29. Establish a risk score threshold for positive alerts: Performance metrics are dependent on the choice
of an operating point. Evaluate precision and speci�city for each time step and compute sensitivity for
each individual AKI episode for each possible operating point on the validation set. Use that to examine
the trade-off between increasing precision and decreasing sensitivity. Choose a speci�c operating point
for a deployment strategy.

30. Analyse model performance across sub-populations: To identify types of patients or events where the
model is applicable, de�ne a priori a set of clinical subpopulations relevant to the modelled target. These
can include demographic (age, gender, ethnicity, geography) and medical characteristics. In the
manuscript20 these included patients with chronic kidney injury (CKD), diabetes, or admissions resulting
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in ICU transfer. Next, identify patients, admissions or individual time steps that fall into each type. Finally,
compute the performance on each subpopulation.

31. Quantify the expected daily alert rate: Align all the predictions for all of the patient sequences from
the test set in time. For each day in the longitudinal test set, compute the percentage of inpatients on that
day where the model produced a true positive alert, the percentage of cases where the model produced a
false positive alert without having provided a true positive alert, and the percentage of cases where the
model did not produce any alerts. Compute the mean daily alert rate across all days in the longitudinal
set for the total percentage of alerts as well as the true and false positive alerts. Report this metric to
inform of the likely resource burden in future prospective evaluation.

32. Evaluate model generalisability on future unseen data (Figure 2): Choose a point in time tP such that
approximately 80% of data entries occur prior to tP and approximately 20% occur after tP. Create the
same data splits as described in step 6. Train a model using the �nal architecture determined in step 25
using only data entries that occurred prior to tP from the training split. Generate model predictions for the
test split. Generate 95% con�dence intervals of PR AUC for predictions made prior to tP and for
predictions made subsequent to tP. Compare con�dence intervals to determine if model performance on
future unseen data is comparable to performance on historic unseen data. 

33. Evaluate model generalisability in simulated cross-site deployments (Figure 3): Choose a split in
hospital sites such that approximately 80% of patient admissions occur at sites in group A and
approximately 20% occur at sites in group B. Create the same data splits as described in step 6. Train a
model using the �nal architecture determined in step 25 using the training split, excluding data entries
from admissions at sites in group B. Run inference to generate model predictions for the test split.
Generate 95% con�dence intervals of PR AUC for predictions made during admissions at sites in group A
and for admissions at sites in group B. Compare con�dence intervals to determine if model performance
for unseen sites is comparable to performance for sites used during training.

34. Prospective evaluation: Prospectively evaluate the performance of the model in a real-world clinical
environment. Initially, observational studies should seek to de�ne (i) the feasibility of ingestion and
processing of data, and the formulation and the delivery of predictions to clinicians in real time, (ii) how
performance of the model is impacted by real-time deployment in speci�c clinical settings, (iii) the
possible clinical and operational impacts of algorithm predictions on care delivered to patients, and (iv)
when and how model predictions might best be presented to clinicians. Robust interventional studies with
rigorous statistical methodology and analysis should then de�ne the clinical, operational and economic
impacts of deployment. Whilst detailing the optimal design of such evaluations falls outside the scope of
this protocol, their conduct will be essential in demonstrating safety prior to widespread clinical use54.

Troubleshooting
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We identify three types of issues that may arise at any stage during the implementation and execution of
the protocol: data issues, software implementation issues, problem de�nition issues.

Data issues: EHRs contain records of routinely collected data, and are therefore prone to data entry errors
and inconsistencies. Additional errors could potentially be introduced in the process of exporting and
automatically de-identifying the data prior to making it available for research. These errors can adversely
affect the performance of developed predictive ML models. Ideally, all data issues would be uncovered
early while performing the thorough quality assessment outlined in Step 4. Practically, it is not always
possible to compile an exhaustive list of such issues beforehand, given the complexity of EHR data.
There may be unanticipated issues that manifest themselves only upon a partial execution of the
protocol. We would advise the researchers working on developing predicting models from EHR to remain
vigilant and keep checking the integrity of the data throughout the model development, as well as
maintain an open communication channel to the data partners and fully utilise the available clinical
expertise.

Software implementation issues: The proposed protocol involves software engineering work to develop
the software components used throughout its application, including the data processing framework,
quality assurance (QA) scripts, input embedding modules, deep recurrent and convolutional model
architectures, baselines, experimental framework, evaluation modules and performance metrics. Most
steps in the protocol involve software engineering. Implementation errors in any of the steps could, if
undetected and thus unresolved, invalidate the results. The entirety of the software implementation
therefore needs to be thoroughly tested according to known best practices (see Step 20). Automated
testing is complemented by careful case analysis (Step 24), which is critical in uncovering unanticipated
implementation issues that may not have been explicitly tested. It is worth noting that implementation
issues can manifest themselves in different ways and that these errors do not always lead to lower
estimated model performance metrics. For example, errors in data processing could lead to data being
sequentially presented to the models out of order, arti�cially enhancing the perceived predictive
performance. Similarly, an incorrect implementation of the inclusion and exclusion criteria may manifest
as an increase in the computed model performance, if there is an erroneous inclusion of cases where
predictions are trivial or an erroneous exclusion of cases where predictions are very di�cult. It is
important to perform an in-depth analysis of every result throughout the execution of the protocol and to
ensure that the software implementation is correct and yields reliable scienti�c conclusions that can be
generalised and replicated.

Problem de�nition issues: Formalising the clinical use case (Step 1, Step 3) in ways that enable the
software implementation of clinical target computations can involve choices that impact the e�cacy of
models developed by executing the proposed protocol. For example, consider the use case of predicting
AKI and implementing clinical targets based on KDIGO20. First, KDIGO has been designed primarily for
detection of AKI, and may not necessarily provide optimal tracking of its progression. This is due to the
adjustments to the creatinine baseline that result from elevated measurements during an onset of AKI.
Simply discounting any creatinine measurements for the purpose of baseline computation after an AKI
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onset does not resolve the issue, in cases where there is lasting kidney damage that does not fully resolve
after an acute injury -- at least not without adding more rules to handle the edge cases. Second, KDIGO
levels of AKI could be computed either directly from asynchronous measurements of creatinine at the
points at which they become available or from imputed values of expected serum creatinine at each time
step derived from subsequent creatinine measurements by applying either a polynomial interpolation
technique or a Gaussian process model. There are pros and cons to each of the design choices and it is
important to be aware of these limitations when working with a particular ground-truth de�nition. If in the
course of executing the proposed protocol the limitations of the problem de�nition are seen as
outweighing the bene�ts, the problem de�nition may need to be revisited, and subsequent steps in the
protocol repeated.

Time Taken
The running of this protocol requires a multidisciplinary team, access to a research dataset and su�cient
computational resources. The timings given are an approximation and will vary in practice.

Steps 1-5: ~2-4 weeks (depending on the complexity of the clinical use case this may be considerably
longer)

Steps 6-13: ~4h

Steps 15-20: ~4-8 weeks, given access to su�cient engineering resources.

Step 21: ~2-3 days for one hyperparameter sweep, repeated multiple times until optimal performance is
reached.

Step 22: ~2-3 days for each ablation, all of which can be executed simultaneously.

Step 23: ~2-3 days

Step 24:~1-2 weeks

Step 25: ~2-3 days

Step 26: ~2-3 days

Step 27: ~1-2 days

Step 28: ~3-4 hours

Step 29: ~3-4 hours

Step 30: ~3-4 hours

Step 31: ~1-2 hours
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Step 32: ~2-3 days

Step 33: ~2-3 days

Step 34: The timing of a prospective study can vary considerably depending on the exact study design
used.

Anticipated Results
Here we present the results obtained by applying the proposed protocol to the clinical use case of early
AKI risk prediction20. The application of the protocol resulted in continuous risk models of future AKI
capable of identifying 55.8% of all AKI cases up to 48h early, allowing for two false positives for one true
positive. In terms of AKI requiring subsequent administration of dialysis within 90 days of the initial
onset, the model was able to correctly predict 90.2% of such cases ahead of time. The model was
additionally able to correctly identify substantial future increases in seven auxiliary biochemical tests in
88.5% of cases.

 Here we focus on experiments performed during the model development process to highlight the
comparisons that informed our choice of the �nal model presented in the manuscript20. These include
the embedding and model comparisons, ablations, hyperparameter selection and model generalisability
experiments.

Input embeddings

Finding good input feature embeddings (Step 17) was a key step in model development. Figure 4 gives a
comparison of several input embedding architectures that we have explored in our experiments, when
used along with a UGRNN55 recurrent AKI risk model. A layer in a shallow or a deep embedding model is
de�ned as follows: Let the input at time t be given as a collection of values x1, x2, ..., xnt corresponding to
features i1, i2, …, int. An embedding layer is then de�ned as a mapping f(sum(x1θi1, x2θi2, …, xntθi nt)) where

f is a con�gurable non-linearity and θ ∈ Rn×d is the associated trainable weight matrix. A shallow
architecture would consist of just a single layer, whereas a deeper architecture would incorporate several
stacked layers. Residual connections56 have shown to be helpful for optimising deep networks in other
applications and we include them in our comparisons. Additionally, we evaluated using a reconstruction
loss along in an autoencoder (AE) or variational autoencoder (VAE) architecture57, to establish whether it
can help with model generalisation by reducing over�tting58,59. The comparisons in Figure 4 revealed a
signi�cant bene�t in using residual connections and two hidden layers, versus one. There were no
observed bene�ts to using AEs and VAEs. The best embedding architecture outperformed the others in
both PR AUC and ROC AUC. There were no signi�cant bene�ts to very deep embedding architectures.

Model comparison
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A comparison of different deep recurrent and convolutional architectures (Step 16) when used for
predicting the risk of AKI within 48h is given in Figure 5, and has led to the following conclusions:

Recurrent neural networks (SRU60,61, NTM62, LSTM63, MANN64, DNC65, UGRNN55, GRU, Intersection
RNN55, RMC66) achieve the highest performance for both PR AUC and ROC AUC, with minimal differences
between different cell types. They require the least amount of feature engineering as they achieve the
highest performance using only the sequential information with the last 48h of patient history and a
competitive performance with sequential information only, without additional historical inputs.

Feed-forward models (deep MLP, shallow MLP, Logistic Regression, Random Forest, Gradient Boosted
Trees) achieve a signi�cantly lower performance than the recurrent models, and require a more extensive
set of inputs due to their inability to automatically keep track of patient history. The best results with the
feed-forward models were achieved when using either 6 months or 5 years of historical information.

Giving more weight to positive examples during training to account for class imbalance was bene�cial
for training Gradient Boosted Trees (GBTs), but not for other models.

Tree-based methods were trained on one third of the data due to their inability to �t the entire dataset in
memory. Our experiments suggest that this did not have a substantial adverse effect on their
performance, as a further reduction by 40% would have lead to a decrease in ROC AUC and PR AUC of
0.2% and 0.8% respectively.

Ablation analysis

To simplify the model architecture and justify the �nal model that resulted from repeated hyperparameter
tuning, we performed a series of ablations (Step 22) where we removed certain parts of the model and
evaluated the model performance without those components (Figure 6). In all cases we saw a non-trivial
reduction in performance when each of these components was removed. The removal of the auxiliary
prediction loss and removal of regularisation resulted in some of the largest drops in model performance.
We also compared models trained on only the sequential information to models augmented with
historical features over short-term (last 48 hours) and long-term (last 6 months) time frames. The results
are presented in Figure 7. The RNN model is able to aggregate information across time and there is a
smaller difference in performance than for the logistic regression baseline which bene�ts heavily from
hand-crafted historical features.

Generalisability on unseen future data

In a prospective deployment, the model would not have access to future data and would be given access
to the entirety of historical data. It is therefore important for the trained risk models to display
generalisability across time, on future unseen data. Prior to a prospective study, model generalisability
can be evaluated retrospectively as described in Step 32. Figure 8 demonstrates that in the case of the
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developed AKI risk models, there was no substantial difference in performance when evaluated on future
previously unseen data after the cutoff point tP.

Despite potential differences to an actual live deployment, for example integration challenges that cannot
be simulated here, the results do suggest that an actual prospective deployment of our model may be
feasible and opens up an exciting opportunity for future prospective studies that would help determine
whether early predictive AKI alerts can help improve clinical outcomes.

Generalisability across different sites

Different hospitals may implement different clinical pathways and processes based on the available
resources and the patient population and local demographics. If a model is to be deployed to a previously
unseen hospital site, a level of robustness to this local variation is required. Step 33 in the protocol
corresponds to this aspect of generalisability testing. To test the robustness of the proposed model we
have introduced a data split across sites so that 80% of the data was in group A and 20% in group B. No
site from group B was present in group A and vice versa. The data was split into training, validation,
calibration and test in the same way as in the other experiments. Training data from site group A was
used for model development. The models were evaluated on test set patients in both site groups. The
results from the simulated cross-site deployment (Figure 9) suggest an absence of a substantial
difference in performance across the key metrics. Comparable performance on patients not previously
seen, and at sites not previously trained on suggests that the AKI risk models developed by using the
proposed protocol can generalise well across the population of the hospital system that provided the
data for the study.

Hyperparameter selection

The presented results are achieved by considering the following set of developed and evaluated model
architecture choices and hyperparameter combinations outlined in Figure 10. Applying the protocol to
building AKI risk models on comparably large datasets of similar patient demographics should yield
comparable results in terms of the expected model performance when predicting the risk of future AKI. As
discussed in ”Applications of the method” in the introduction, with minor adjustments the protocol could
potentially be used to develop continuous risk models for other adverse conditions in inpatient care.
Future studies will need to con�rm this assumption and a prospective validation of the demonstrated
retrospective model performance will be key to assessing the clinical utility of the developed continuous
risk models.
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Figures

Figure 1

Sequential risk prediction from EHR data: a case of AKI. A sequential framework for making predictions
from EHR data in �xed, discrete steps, each shown as circles and corresponding to 6 hours each. In each
24 hour period, events without a recorded timestamp within EHR entries were included in a �fth, surrogate
block. The models compute the risk of future adverse events.
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Figure 2

Diagram of Step 32: evaluating model generalisability on future unseen data. Con�dence intervals for
performance metrics on the test split prior to the time point tP are compared to those on the test split
after tP to determine if performance is preserved on future unseen data. Con�dence intervals for
performance metrics on the train split after tP are compared to those on the test split after tP to determine
if there is a bene�t from having prior historical data on patients present during model training.
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Figure 3

Diagram of Step 33: evaluating model generalisability in simulated cross-site deployments. Con�dence
intervals for performance metrics on test split predictions made during admissions at sites in group A are
compared to those for test split predictions made during admissions at sites in group B to determine if
performance is preserved at sites that were unseen during training.

Figure 4

Comparison of feature embedding architectures on a UGRNN cell. Using Mann–Whitney U test on 200
samples per model residual architecture signi�cantly outperforms other models predicting the risk of AKI
within 48h in terms of PR AUC (p-value of <0.001).
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Figure 5

Comparison of different predictive models and RNN cells. SRU signi�cantly outperforms the Logistic
Regression, Gradient Boosted Trees and Random Forest baselines in terms of PR AUC for the main task
of predicting any AKI up to 48 hours ahead of time; using two-sided Mann–Whitney U test on 200
samples per model SRU is signi�cantly better with a p-value of <0.001.
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Figure 6

AKI predictive model performance with ablations. Performance is expressed in PR AUC. We compare the
performance for a recurrent model (SRU) and feed-forward model (MLP) on predicting any AKI within 48
hours. 95% con�dence intervals are calculated from an un-paired z-test, with 50 models trained from
random initialisation per con�guration.

Figure 7

AKI predictive model performance with and without historical features. PR AUC performance for models
using sequential and short-term information and optionally being augmented with long-term history
aggregation.
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Figure 8

Generalisability to future data. Performance of the AKI risk model when trained before the time point tP
and tested after tP, both on the entirety of the future patient population as well as subgroups of patients
for which the model has or has not seen historical information during training. The model maintains a
comparable level of performance on unseen future data, with a higher level of sensitivity of 59% for a
time window of 48 hours ahead of time and a precision of two false positives per step for each true
positive. Note that this experiment is not a replacement for a prospective evaluation of the model.

Figure 9

Cross-site generalisability. Comparison of model performance when applied to data from previously
unseen hospital sites. Data was split across sites so that 80% of the data was in group A and 20% in
group B. No site from group B was present in group A and vice versa. The data was split into training,
validation, calibration and test in the same way as in the other experiments. The table reports model
performance when trained on site group A when evaluating on the test set within site group A versus the
test set within site group B for predicting all AKI severities up to 48 hours ahead of time. Most of the key
metrics were comparable across site groups. Note that the model would still need to be retrained to
generalise outside of the VA population to a different demographic and different set of clinical pathways
and hospital processes elsewhere.
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Figure 10

Model architecture choices and hyperparameter combinations evaluated in the experiments for the entire
duration of AKI risk model development.


